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You are going to read a text about artificial intelligence. Think of a word that fits into each 
blank ! 

Artificial Intelligence 

Predicting the future isn’t easy. In 1943, Thomas Watson, chairman (1) ______________ the 
company IBM, said , “I think there’s a world market for about five computers.” Even in the 1970s, 
many experts (2)______________ saying, “Nobody will want a computer in their home.” But 
today, computer technology is everywhere. “You (3)______________ have several computers in 
your kitchen, “ says Dr Rodney Brooks of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, pointing to 
the computer chips in our coffee makers, fridges, washing (4)______________ and ovens. It’s 
almost impossible to imagine a world (5) ______________ computers. Dr Brooks is director of 
MIT’s Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence Laboratory. He says that computers are not 
(6)______________ becoming more common, they’re (7) ______________ smarter too. They’re 
starting to think. Scientists at AI Research are developing their own thinking robot, (8) 
______________ Hal. Child expert Anat TreisterGoren is teaching Hal to speak. She talks to him 
and reads (9)______________ children’s stories. Baby Hal is growing up fast, and his language 
level is improving quickly. Soon, if (10)______________ speak to him, you might even think he’s 
human ! AI experts (11)______________ optimistic. They hope that, (12) ______________ day, 
intelligent machines will be all around us. Perhaps everyone will have a Hal - their own personal 
assistant. If you’ve got a question, Hal will know the (13)______________ . If you want to go on a 
trip, Hal will be able to (14) ______________ all the arrangements. He’ll never get tired, he’ll 
never be ill and he’ll never (15)______________ angry. The technology is almost here. Think about 
it. Wouldn’t you like to (16) ______________ your own “Hal” ?

Read the text about a holiday in London. Think of ONE word that best fits in each space. 

A Holiday in London 
My friend and I had a great holiday in London. We arrived at (1) ____________ airport late (2) 
____________ Sunday evening, and we decided to take a taxi, even (3) ________ it was very 
expensive. The taxi took us to our hotel, (4) ____________ was very nice, although the rooms were 
quite small. The next day we woke up early and (5) ____________ an enormous breakfast. I don’t 
know how people can eat (6) ____________ much in the morning! But it was good (7) 
____________ us because eating out in London is expensive, and with (8) ____________ a big 
breakfast we didn’t need to have lunch. After breakfast we went to (9) ____________ art gallery. I 
can’t remember the name, but it was (10) ____________ of famous paintings and (11) 
____________ my friend and I really enjoyed it. (12) ____________ the afternoon we went (13) 
____________ boat down the river to Greenwich. I didn’t realize there was so (14) ____________ 
to see in Greenwich! As well (15) _________ the Maritime Museum and the Observatory, (16) 
________ is a beautiful park. From the top of the hill you get a view of the (17) ____________ of 
London. We must (18) ____________ walked around the park for at (19) ________ two hours 
because it was getting dark (20) __________ we left.

You are going to read a text about shopaholics. Some words are missing. Use the words in 
brackets to form a word that fits into each gap. 

When shopping gets too expensive 
Shopping is one of the most popular spare time ________________ (ACTIVE) . Magazines are full 
of pictures of celebrities ______________ (LEAVE) exclusive boutiques, with armfuls of bags 
bearing distinctive designer logos. Millions of us head off at the weekend to shopping malls near 
city centres. For the _______________ (MAJOR) of shoppers , the biggest problems are finding 



somewhere to park or getting information from _________________ (HELP) shop assistants. But 
for some, the love of shopping can lead to more serious problems . An estimated one in every five 
people is ______________ (ABLE) to keep their spending habits under control. Teenagers are twice 
as likely as adults to become compulsive shoppers . Experts who specialize in peoples’ shopping 
habits view it as an _________________ (ADDICT) . However, they point out two important 
differences between shopaholism and other types of addictive ______________ (BEHAVE) . 
Firstly, it is not taken ________________ (SERIOUS) by society, even though it can happen to 
anyone from any social background. Increasing numbers of men are seen going on uncontrollable 
shopping sprees, although, when asked, they refer to themselves as “collectors” rather than 
shopaholics. The second is that, unlike drugs, alcohol or gambling, shopping is socially 
_____________ (ACCEPT) and therefore easily available. We are constantly bombarded with 
advertisements _______________ (PERSUADE) us to buy items we really don’t need. Doctors in 
the United States have prescribed anti-depressants to shopaholics who cannot stop themselves 
spending, despite already having enormous debts. In the UK _________________ (MEDICINE) 
experts prefer to send such people to places where they are taught money _________________ 
(MANAGE). However, there is one glimmer of light on the horizon: doctors believe that while 
Internet shopping is on the rise, it won’t make the problem worse. Shopping addicts need the buzz 
of the shopping centre to satisfy their wishes. That may explain why we never see pictures of 
celebrities logging onto Amazon or eBay.

Use the words in capitals to form a word that fits into the space next to it! 

GOING GREEN 
There is an _______________________ (ARGUE) that _______________________ (RECYCLE) 
may have some unforeseen negative effects. Of course, it would be a major 
_______________________ (ACHIEVE) if we were able to increase _______________________ 
(AWARE) to the threat of the environment caused by _______________________ (POLLUTE) and 
the _______________________ (BURN) of fossil fuels. However, if the public’s only 
_______________________ (INVOLVE) in ecological issues is taking their newspapers and bottles 
to a recycling point, we may only be creating the _______________________ (APPEAR) of 
_______________________ (IMPROVE). If they have to drive any _______________________ 
(DISTANT) to the recycling point, for example, it might mean the _______________________ 
(CONSUME) of more energy than is saved. In addition, if people feel that they are making their 
_______________________ (CONTRIBUTE) to the environment, they might not put so much 
_______________________ (PRESS) on large _______________________ (ORGANISE) to 
encourage the _______________________ (DEVELOP) of safer, less damaging forms of 
_______________________ (PRODUCE)



Complete the sentence with the correct preposition from the choices given. 
1. We are very excited __________________ our trip to Spain next week. (AT, WITH, ABOUT, 

OVER) 
2. 2. I am very fond __________________ drinking green tea. (FOR, OF, ABOUT, AT) 
3. 3. Almost all politicians were involved __________________ the scandal. (IN, AT, WITH, 

FROM)
4.  4. I am looking forward ______________ having a meeting with you next week. (WITH, AT, 

TO, FROM) 
5. 5. At the moment, she is recovering __________________ her injuries. (AT, OF, FROM, WITH)
6. 6. I’m dreaming ________________ becoming a famous scientist one day (FOR, WITH, 

ABOUT, INTO) 
7. 7. My cousin is married __________________ a famous American (WITH, FOR, TO, FROM)
8.  8. I am responsible __________________ training the new recruits. (AT, ABOUT, WITH, FOR)
9. 9. Many people took advantage __________________ the low prices offered by the new shop 

(OF, FOR, WITH, TO) 
10.10.I was not quite satisfied __________________ the exam results. (AT, FOR, WITH, ABOUT)
11.11.The president was thankful __________________ everyone who helped in the campaign (TO, 

WITH, FOR, AT)
12.12.Everyone in this town will benefit __________________ the new hospital (FROM, WITH, 

AT, INTO)
13.13.For two full days, the man was fighting __________________ his life. (UP,WITH, AT, FOR)
14.14.My dad shouted __________________ me because I didn’t do what he said (TO, AT, WITH, 

TOWARDS)
15.15.She insisted __________________ helping me with the dishes. (ON, WITH, FOR, ABOUT)
16.16.Almost all car companies care __________________ the environment (FOR, AT, 

ABOUT,WITH)
17.17.Wearing a seat belt can protect you ____________ being killed in a car. (WITH, OF, ABOUT, 

FROM)
18.18.Ten people were killed when a bus collided __________________ a car (INTO, WITH, AT, 

TOWARDS)
19.19.The customers came to the shop to complain _____________ their service (ABOUT, AT, ON, 

FOR)
20.20.Our atmosphere consists __________________ oxygen, nitrogen and carbon dioxide (INTO, 

OF, WITH, FOR)
21.21.We decided __________________ buying the new car. (AGAINST, WITH, AT, OF) 
22. 22.Many children depend __________________ their parents for money. (ON, AT, WITH, TO)
23.23.He graduated __________________ Oxford university (ON, FROM, OUT OF, WITH)
24.24.The advertising campaign resulted __________________ hundreds of new customers for the 

company. (TO, FOR, UP, IN)
25.25.As a scientist, I specialize __________________ marine biology (AT, IN, FOR, WITH)







Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar menaing to the first sentence, using the word in brackets. 
Do not change the given word. You must use between TWO and FIVE words, including the word given.


